Executive workshop:

Lead high-performing teams
with Microsoft Teams

Why Storyals?

Are you struggling to keep your
employees motivated and
engaged in the hybrid workplace?

SCOPE

Do you want to build confidence
using digital tools like Microsoft
Teams to lead your team
effectively – no matter where you
are?

•
•
•
•

Don’t miss this opportunity to take
your digital leadership to the next
level.
Attend this executive workshop
with Storyals’ CEO and
Productivity Expert Ulrika Hedlund
and learn how to elevate
communication, collaboration and
teamwork in the digital workplace.

“Storyals has provided invaluable
guidance, both visually and
technically, with our ongoing
implementation of Microsoft 365
throughout our organization.”
Wilhelm Lidén | Executive Director Gulf Rock

Pre-engagement meeting (45 min)
Audience: Contact person
Current state
Goal setting
Attendees
Dates & times

Executive workshop (90 min)

Lead high-performing teams
with Microsoft Teams
Audience: CxOs
•
•
•
•

As a trusted Microsoft Gold Partner,
Storyals helps organizations educate
users on how to effectively use
modern productivity tools in
Microsoft 365.
We elevate your workplace, using
our well documented expertise and
experience in digital adoption. By
sharing best practices and
customized strategies, using
storytelling and real-life scenarios,
we work to inspire, motivate and
educate people to simply work
smarter!

Today’s hybrid workplace
Email vs. Teams for corporate
communication
Pros and cons of Teams
Best practices for succeeding with Teams

Deep dive on-demand sessions (2x30 min)
Self-paced learning using Storyals storybased learning topics:
•
•

Enhance teamwork using Teams
Connect and communicate using Teams

Plan for success meeting (60 min)
Audience: Key stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•

Common pitfalls and tips for success
Teams rules of engagement
Adoption best practices
Success stories
Next steps

About the Instructor:
Ulrika Hedlund is a Productivity Expert and
founder of Storyals. She has authored numerous
training courses, workshops and seminars and is
a frequent public speaker.
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